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Islamaphobia, the Media, and Social Networks 

 

Prejudices are an inevitable aspect of society, and will always be in the hearts of people 

all around the world. There are also American citizens who, no matter how much they have been 

exposed to diversity, are also guilty of this act since it is merely a part of human nature. Having 

certain pre-judgments towards someone however is quite different from acting on those 

prejudices in negative ways. America is one of the few countries that allow religious freedom, 

tolerance, and other such liberties not offered by many nations, which help to reduce many 

negative and hateful actions against a sect of people. Although there are specific legal laws set in 

place to reduce hate crimes, there is no rule set against powerful corporations who are able to 

influence a mass group of people and portray a certain opinion covertly through their many 

media outlets and propaganda. In this paper, I will explore how larger news corporations 

influence their audience and how they portray the Islamic religion. I will then discuss how the 

religion, as well as people who practice this religion, are talked about in the digital field, such as 

Facebook or Twitter. I will use my research and data collection to look into how people spread 

Islamaphobia on article comments or on their social networks via the internet. Also, I will look at 

how others use the web to defend the Islamic religion and gain other means to access less 

popular news. 

In order to fully understand the scope and environment of this issue, I have researched 

many articles, as well as scholarly papers. There were a few papers that truly stood out since they 

mainly focus on media and the way it shares information to an audience. Throughout my study, I 
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will be referring to these articles and papers and will often draw analyses from them. One 

example of a reading I will use is: “Images of Islam in US Media and their Educational 

Implications,” by Liz Jackson. In this article, Jackson explains how there needs to be a proper 

multicultural education in schools because of the disseminated image of Islam & Muslims in the 

US media. I will also look into “Framing Islam,” by Kimberly Powell, which talks about how 

news coverage of attacks carried out by a Muslim individual will cause international fear, while 

domestic terrorism casts just a minor threat in which the perpetrator is most probably a troubled 

individual. Another article I‟ll be looking at is “Share, Like, Recommend,” by Alfred Hermida 

who discusses the impact of social media spaces on news consumption. He discusses in his paper 

how many people rely on the people they follow on social networking sites to receive their news. 

A study that would go along with Hermida‟s paper is “Islam in the West,” by Mohamad 

Elmasry. His article focuses one websites that came about in which Muslim organizations use the 

web to create a discourse; so rather than associating Islam with terrorism, these websites show its 

strong disapprovals of criminals claiming to practice the Islamic religion. A third article which 

focuses on social media is an article by Kessler called, “Social Media and the Movement  of 

Ideas.” This article discusses how interfaith dialogue is carried out through the use of websites 

like Facebook and how people become their own publishers on these sites.  

Some other sources that I will use throughout include videos, smaller articles, and polls. 

One article for example is: “Negative Portrayals of Muslims Get More Media Attention,” by 

Stephanie Pappas. It talks about how there have been many negative messages about Muslim that 

have received more media attention that the positive ones. There was also, not too long ago, a 

CNN segment with Reza Aslan, a respectable religious scholar, who passionately responded to 

Bill Maher‟s bigotry statements about Muslims. The questions that the news correspondents 



constantly asked however were not in favor of Aslan‟s stance on the matter. I will also use 

Arturo Garcia‟s coverage of Russel Brand discussing the Chapel Hill shootings and the 

controversies surrounding that misfortunate event. Another article I found which was quite 

relevant to this topic is “Terrorists „Betray‟ Islam,” by Sounak Mukhopadhyay. This article 

describes how President Obama asks youth to use social media to counter extremism and asked 

people to understand that terrorist groups are not a true representation of Islam. Lastly, as a 

method of attaining statistics and survey backed numbers, I will use the Gallup study on 

“Islamaphobia: Understanding Anti-Muslim Sentiment in the West.” 

I also conducted a bit of data collection of my own to showcase the different ways people 

share their prejudices about the Islamic religion so spitefully on the internet. I mainly gathered 

different posts by various people, both famous and lesser known, to see their reactions to a 

specific event (must have some relation to Muslims or Islam) and how they frame the Islamic 

religion. I have gathered comments from articles, such as an AOL article discussing how New 

York City public schools will have off for the Eid holiday in the next school year. I have also 

gathered tweets as well as Facebook posts on the varying Islamaphobic opinions people have. I 

then looked at the opposite side of the spectrum and gathered information on digital outlets that 

negate all the negativities surrounding Islam. Also similarly, I have gathered tweets and 

Facebook posts of people defending Islam.  

People learn their ideas, beliefs and morals from a variety of sources in their lives such as 

family, culture, school, the media, etc. All of these accumulate differently in an individual, which 

in the end helps them mold into the person they are in their adulthood. Of course, people can still 

change their views and beliefs as an adult, but the most vulnerable time for a person is during 

their youth. This is the time period where a majority their beliefs and life views are born. Along 



with family, culture and school, mass media is always competing to influence young people‟s 

minds, due to its constant accessibility and wide reach. One can argue whether or not the media 

has a direct impact on the youth, but as Jackson states, “it remains clear that controversial 

minorities are vulnerable to stereotyping in this domain that has at least an indirect influence on 

young people…” (Jackson, 3). Many people learn how to think from media sources, whether it is 

news media or popular culture and entertainment news. People can think that the information 

they retrieve from these sources are either a matter of fact, or in regards to entertainment, the 

characters are just recreating normal behaviors. Jackson used the example of the popular Disney 

movie Aladdin, in which young children may watch it and learn that Middle Eastern fruit 

merchants would be more prone to violent anger, since that‟s how one was portrayed in the 

movie. She argues that although children would know that the movie is fiction, they would still 

draw conclusions of a certain sect of people, because that is how they were portrayed through the 

media. Very similarly, the news media portrays certain Muslims in a negative light, and therefore 

people watching the news can indirectly formulate ideas and beliefs about the Muslim body as a 

whole. As Reza Aslan states in his correspondence with CNN, “certainly it becomes very easy to 

just simply paint all [Muslims] with a single brush.” In this segment, CNN asks Aslan this major 

question: “Does Islam Promote Violence?” And continuously intervened with counter remarks 

for everything Aslan said. He repeatedly has to say that extremism in countries is the problem of 

the country and not the religion. He continues to describe how there are many “Christian” 

countries who partake in extreme actions, however these countries are not identified by their 

religion, as “Muslim” countries are in the media. The most important point he makes in this 

segment is that the media pin points two or three examples in which a country with a Muslim 

popularity does an extreme action, and then overly generalize all “Muslim” countries to be on the 



extreme side. The media partakes in this bigotry by ignoring the many other countries with 

Muslim popularities such as Turkey or Indonesia, where there is much more open-mindedness. 

He states, “You are talking about a religion of 1.5 billon people. If Muslim women cannot drive 

in Saudi Arabia that does not represent Islam, it represents Saudi Arabia.” Throughout this 

segment, Aslan makes valid points on his perspectives, but the representation of Muslims that 

CNN gives off is one of fear, terror, and violence. They asked one main question, and a series of 

well poised questions that, although irks Aslan, may seem normal to many viewers. Muslims are 

so often portrayed in a negative light in the media that this type of question wouldn‟t really 

bother them until they hear Aslan‟s side of the argument. If people ever saw a question such as, 

“Does Hinduism promote violence?” or “Does Christianity promote violence?” on CNN, people 

would immediately be taken aback and find such a question random and abnormal to ask an 

individual. But because Islam is so commonly associated with terrorism in the media, this 

connection is unfortunately deemed as reasonable and is learned by the audience, rather than the 

alternative, where people would view it as a bigotry question.   

Not only do larger media outlets pose their questions in such a way as to attack Islam, but 

they signify and outwardly point out the religion of Islam when an act of terror or violence is 

committed by a person claiming to be a Muslim. However, if an act of terror is conducted by a 

non-Muslim and/or non-colored individual, then there is not national outrage in the belief system 

that individual may hold. Instead, they are merely identified as a troubled individual. This is not 

to downplay any act of violence, whether carried out by a violent Muslim, a violent Buddhist, a 

violent Atheist, etc., this idea reflects the way in which one set of peoples is targeted and 

stereotyped over and over again in the national new channels, while other groups of people, 

carrying out the same tasks, are gone unnoticed. One example is the unfortunate incident that 



took place in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, in which “46-year-old Craig Stephen Hicks was 

indicted by a grand jury in connection with the deaths of a married Muslim couple, 23-year-old 

Deah Barakat and 21-year-old Yusor Abu-Salha, as well as Abu-Salha‟s 19-year-old sister, 

Razan Abu-Salha” (rawstory.com). Of course this story was covered by the press, however it 

was presented much differently as it would have if the murderer were a Muslim. Russell Brand 

compares this incident with another shooting that occurred around the same time in Denmark, 

but was carried out by a man named Omar El-Hussein. The way these two stories were covered 

was extremely different even though the end results from both these situations were the same: 

the death of innocent people. In the Denmark situation, headlines screamed “Terrorist Attack,” 

because as Brand states, it is a known and familiar narrative. The Chapel Hill shooting was titled 

as a ”Triple Murder” in the same news channel (NBC News) as the one that discussed the 

Denmark shooting.  

VS.   

Where NBC reported that the prime minister of Denmark called its shooting a terrorist attack, 

authorities in Chapel Hill were reported saying that the murder of the three victims was not a 

hate crime. Brand continues to explain the many different ways in which the Chapel Hill 

shootings and the Denmark shootings were covered on these media outlets, and makes an 

important statement that truly sums up this argument: “We have to accept that we have a 

responsibility in the way we tell stories,” and by “we” he is referring to the media, whether it be 

movies like American Sniper or news channels like NBC or Fox. The way these outlets tell 



stories adds to the “prevailing condemnatory climate against minorities…[who] will always be 

vilified, to justify the perpetuation of the main stream narrative, which is the domination of 

corporate media and their business interests…overseas” (Brand).   

Because the media almost always portrays Muslims and Islam in a negative manner, it is 

not uncommon that dislike (even hatred) can be born into some people‟s minds. These types of 

feelings come from “widespread media coverage, which creates a climate of fear among the 

population, focusing government attention, economic resources, and military resource on 

fighting a „War on Terror‟” (Powell, 92). Many press releases from media outlets such as the 

New York Times, USA Today, CNN or Fox tend to show information that is more emotional and 

displays or arouses more fear and anger. As an example, from the Livescience article by 

Stephanie Pappas, messages sent out by Muslim organizations that condemn terrorism receive 

very little media time. However, when a Muslim group places an angry or a highly emotional 

message, there is a much higher media response. This makes the some viewers of these large 

media companies believe that Muslims do not care to condemn terrorism and gives anti-Muslim 

organizations and individuals a reason to discriminate or share hateful comments against 

Muslims and Islam (Pappas, OL).  

As a result of these views that go against Islam, many people resort to the internet to 

spread their views to others or to just get their beliefs off their chests. Often times, it is much 

easier to proclaim hate or express controversial statements online since there is no face-to-face 

confrontation one must deal with. Many times these messages are spread through social media, 

inherently through Twitter due to the fact that it uses “hashtags” for trending topics, and is more 

prone to being a public page than others. Other methods, of how people share their opinions, are 

through the comments system on news articles. For my data, I have chosen an article that was 



published via AOL regarding an issue where Muslims and the Islamic religion were involved. 

This article is titled “NYC Public Schools to Close on 2 Muslim Holidays,” and was published 

recently on March 4
th
, 2015. This article discusses how one-third of the student body was absent 

in a Brooklyn due to a Muslim holiday: Eid al-Adha. Cities like New York often close schools 

for religious holidays if there is a large population of students within that school system who 

practice a certain religion whose holidays fall on normal school days. The fact that NYC schools 

recognized another major religion, along with Judaism & Christianity, for holiday day off, leads 

a majority of people to celebrate diversity. There are those select few however, who may (or may 

not) have learned all they need to know about Islam through the media and present their 

arguments and reactions as so: 

billny1013 March 04 2015 at 12:28 PM 

“He is such an a--hole,NYC will be in ruins by the time this bum is done.” 

 

Daren Miller March 04 2015 at 12:28 PM 

“The mayor is nutts.” 

 

pmoore40 March 04 2015 at 12:28 PM 

“Dems are doing all they can to totally destroy the US.” 

 

emily.jwlchr March 04 2015 at 12:30 PM 

“Pity New York, run by a madman.” 

 

mcpackerfan March 04 2015 at 12:27 PM 

“Enabling douche' bag.......” 

 

paulscoup March 05 2015 at 3:59 PM 

“He is a threat to America ...Keep your eyes on him NSA FBI CIA!!!!!!!!!!!” 

 

iamadonkey March 05 2015 at 3:47 PM 

“what a fool he is” 



These are just a few of the comments out of the 898 comments that were listed underneath this 

article. One can look at this article with an open mind and make solid and appropriate arguments 

whichever way they would like, but replying with derogatory terms such as “burka clad,” or 

saying things such as: “The Mayor is sick to allow this to happen in school in the USA yOU 

CAN'T DO THAT IN THEIR COUNTRY. W hat a dumm thing to do (by bakermahn),” makes one 

wonder where these arguments were generated from. This user, bakermahn, refers to Muslims 

(as it is implied) as “They” and states “Their country” as if all Muslims are foreigners. The 

media definitely creates a narrative that entices viewers to perceive Muslims as people who do 

not belong, nor come from American. To contrast however, according to the Pew Research 

Center, in 2011 over a third of Muslim Americans were born in the United States. Of the other 

two-thirds who were not born in America, 38% arrived to the United States prior to the year 

2000.  

 Another example of how the media influences some people can be seen via a series of 

tweets that were made on Twitter.  

 

Although the movie American Sniper was not a large news corporation, it still falls under the 

media, but under the sub-category of entertainment. It is interesting to see how much a movie 



can influence people to say hateful and violent things on the internet. These tweets are direct 

examples of how the media portrays a certain group of people, and how it alters or enhances a 

viewer‟s belief on that group of peoples. In the end, “user generated content…makes it easier for 

misinformation and negative content to proliferate online (Kessler, 29). 

 Continuing this pendulum effect, whenever there is a large event that takes in the world 

and revolves around Islam, the media reports it, people then share their negative or Islamaphobic 

comments, and lastly, people on the opposite end of the spectrum resort to social media and the 

internet as well to share their opinions. These people are those either directly affected by the 

kinds of portrayals the media makes of Muslims, or are just close to the issue. Whether they are 

Muslims or not, websites and individuals try to create a discourse in the digital world in order to 

combat the large news agencies. Not only is it necessary for these people to argue against the 

negative commentators or Tweeters, these people attempt to eliminate Islamaphobia as a whole. 

A Gallup study on Islamaphobia showed how much prejudice their truly exists in the 

United States. One survey asked people of differing religions to tell the surveyor if they agree or 

disagree to if they believe that Americans are prejudiced towards Muslim Americans. The result 

showed that about a half of the samples of the different religions agreed to this statement. 

Another survey, of many, showed if an individual has experienced racial or religious 

discrimination. To this, 48% of Muslim Americans stated that they have had experience with 

religious discrimination. Below are the two examples taken from the Gallup study. As indicated 

by these graphs, one can see why individuals would need to create this discourse mentioned 

above.  

Individuals use social media predominantly to condemn the horrific acts led by people or 

groups claiming to be Muslims. Not only that, but much of interfaith dialogue is carried out 



 

through this platform. As Kessler states in his study, on the web people are both publishers, as 

well as critics. These social media sites have no traditional editors, and therefore there is larger 

reliability on the collaborative sharing of thoughts and opinions (Kessler, 27-28). This reigns true 

in both cases of this argument, whether you are for Islam or against it, or just in the middle. For 

example, people who want to respond to arguments made online that show Islamaphobia can do 



so easily. Below is an example of how celebrities like J.K. Rowling and Aziz Ansari responded 

to a controversial Tweet about Muslims that Rupert Murdoch sent out. 

 

 

 Not only do people post their opinions and beliefs in text form, but they also share many 

lesser known articles on their social platforms. Social media and the digital sphere in essence 

then becomes another source for news consumption. People, who no longer want to rely on the 

major news corporations that give a skewed perspective on an issue, decide to gain their 

information from websites such as the Huffington Post, Vox News, etc. Hermida indicates in his 

study that two-fifths of people who use social networks say that that is where they mainly get 

their news from (Hermida, 815). “These networked public spheres are becoming spaces for 

audiences to share, discuss, and contribute to the news,” as well as share pieces that can create a 

discourses from media discussions (Hermida, 817).  

 Examples of the types of articles these individuals share can come from the plethora of 

online organizations whose main purpose is to create these discourses. Two examples from the 



US are CAIR (Council on American-Islamic Relations) and ISNA (Islamic Society of North 

America). The contents on these websites “offer up a set of discourses that can be considered 

counter-hegemonic, insofar as they challenge discursive formations that are dominant in both 

entertainment and news media” (Elmasry, 233). They focus around the Islamic group identity, 

religion as a whole, and terrorism. These websites are more formal and share news articles that 

cover sensitive topics not covered in the national media. A quick scroll down CAIR‟s Facebook 

page shows articles that discuss Muslim-American achievements or ones that talk about 

situations in which Islamaphobic actions were carried out, but not shown in the national media. 

 President Obama stated that terrorists “betray” the peaceful Islamic religion, and that 

terrorist groups promoted a twisted version of Islam (Mukhopadhyay, OL). Although this is true 

and many can agree that terrorist groups such as ISIS or Al-Qaeda have their own specific 

political agendas which they hope to achieve through this twisted version of Islam, the media 

doesn‟t do a great job showing this fact. The media plays a great role in individual lives and in 

molding the minds of many; whether it is mass media outlets or small organization hoping to 

share their great journalism. There is no doubt that many people create their beliefs through the 

narratives of these media outlets and consequently share their beliefs through the internet, as was 

seen through the American Sniper example. These people can have very little to no knowledge 

about Islam from the media and create their prejudices. The Gallup study showed that about 60% 

of the people surveyed had a “great deal of prejudice towards Muslims,” while having a little or 

no knowledge at all about Islam. It is difficult to get a completely, and hundred percent non-

biased view of a situation, but large media corporations must be able to portray minorities in the 

US equally, as they would any other race, religion or ethnicity. Until then, those who use their 

Internet privileges to share new perspectives should continue to do so and grow this discourse.  
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